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Abstract

The current dual-axis vibratory wheel gyroscopes are mostly designed to have merely one proof mass, so the sensing signal measured from the two
axes will interfere with each other and will result in zero rate output. This study presents a novel design of dual-axis sensing decoupled vibratory wheel
gyroscope. The main structure, which consisted of three proof masses, can measure the angular rate of two different axes independently. A triple-
beam-shape torsional spring is used to suppress the undesired in-plane linear motion of the proof mass. A prototype gyroscope design was employed
to verify the concept and the performance of the present design concept. The simulation results show that the natural frequencies of the driving
m ing modes are
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ode and the dual-axis sensing modes are 4585, 4604, and 4606 Hz, respectively. It successfully demonstrates that the dual-axis sens
ecoupled with each other. With the driving voltage of 20 V and the quality factor of 2000, the sensitivities of the dual-axis sensing mode
.4 and 19.4 fF/◦/s, respectively, and the nonlinearity of the dual-axis sensing modes are only 0.04 and 0.29% within the dynamic range o±150◦/s.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Vibratory wheel gyroscopes have been studied extensively in
he recent years[1–10]. They are different from the majority of
he existing microgyroscopes based on either translational vibra-
ion [11] or structural mode vibration[12–14]. On the contrary,
hey will employ the rotational vibration to serve as the driving
nd the sensing modes.

According to the characteristics of mechanical coupling, the
ibratory wheel gyroscopes can be classified into the coupled
ype [1–6] and the decoupled type[7–10]. The coupled type
yroscope has a single vibratory proof mass only. It is very
ften to exploit such a gyroscope to measure the dual-axis angu-

ar rates. Since the two out-of-plane sensing modes act on the
ingle mass simultaneously, the sensing signal measured from
he two axes will interfere with each other and will result in zero
ate output. Unless the gyroscope adds on additional feedback
etection and compensation circuit, the performance will not be

�APCOT-MNT 2004: Asia-Pacific Conference on Transducers and Micro-
ano Technology, Sapporo, 4–7 July 2004.

improved to a great extent. As for the decoupled type gyrosc
it is characterized by two proof masses and can only dete
single-axis angular rate.

This research will present a novel dual-axis sensing de
pled vibratory wheel gyroscope. The presented design not
prevents the sensing coupled problem, but also provide
capability to measure the dual-axis angular rates. Beside
triple-beam-shape torsional spring will be used to suppres
mechanical noise from the undesired in-plane motion o
proof mass.

2. Gyroscope design

In order to achieve the dual-axis sensing decoupling
main structure of the present vibratory wheel gyroscope
be designed to comprise three inertia components. The d
methodology, operating principle, mathematical model gov
ing dynamic characteristics, dc frequency tuning and ho
suppress the mechanical noise of the gyroscope will be stu

2.1. Basic operating principle

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 3 574 2923;

ax: +886 3 573 9372/572 2840.
E-mail address: fang@pme.nthu.edu.tw (W. Fang).

Fig. 1a shows the illustration of the vibratory wheel gyro-
scope. The main structure is consisted of three movable inertia
924-4247/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.sna.2005.09.004
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Fig. 1. The schematic illustration of (a) the present vibratory wheel gyroscope
and (b) its operating mechanism.

components (i.e. proof mass), such as an inner-ring, an oute
ring, and an inner-disk. The inner-ring is suspended by four axia
symmetric springs,K2, which anchored to the substrate. These
springs provide an equivalent rotational stiffness to the inner-
ring during the driving mode. The inner-disk is connected to
the inner-ring by torsion springK1. The torsional springK1 is
designed to allow the inner-disk only rotate about thex-axis.
In addition, the outer-ring is connected to the inner-ring by the
triple-beam-shape torsion springK3. The outer-ring can only
rotate about they-axis due to the constraint of the torsional
springK3. The detailed operating mechanism of the presented
gyroscope can be shown inFig. 1b. This study employed the
inner-ring as the driving element and the inner-disk and the
outer-ring as the sensing elements. All of these three inertia
components will rotate about thez-axis when the inner-ring is
driven by the comb electrodes. In this study, the springsK1 and
K3 were designed to have large in-plane bending stiffness, so tha
the inner-ring, the inner-disk, and the outer-ring had the same in
plane angular displacement. Moreover, these three proof mass
are operating at their angular resonant frequency to provide driv
ing mode. Once the gyroscope experiences an angular rate in
y-axis, the inner-disk will vibrate angularly about thex-axis due
to the Coriolis force. If the gyroscope detects an angular rate

in x-axis, the outer-ring will also vibrate angularly about they-
axis due to the Coriolis force. By this way, the dual-axis sensing
decoupling gyroscope is realized.

2.2. Mathematical model

In this subsection, the mathematical model has been estab-
lished from the dynamics of the dual-axis sensing decoupled
vibratory gyroscope. Euler angles are adopted to characterize
the position of three inertia components of the gyroscope at any
instant. Letθz be the angular displacement of the three masses
about thez-axis and an external angular rateΩx is imposed on
the gyroscope. According to the Coriolis forces, the outer-ring
rotates through an angleφy about they-axis, in the meanwhile,
the inner-ring and the inner-disk rotate through a smaller angle
φy′ about they-axis due to the stronger support by four axial
symmetric springs.Fig. 2a shows the angular displacement asso-
ciated with the input excitation ofΩx. The angular velocity of
the outer-ring can be expressed as

ω̃3x = φ̇y sinθz + Ωx cosφy cosθz,

ω̃3y = φ̇y cosθz − Ωx cosφy sinθz,

ω̃3z = θ̇z − Ωx sinφy (1)

where ω̃ij (i = 1, 2, 3, andj = x, y, z) represents the angular
v n is
i r
v

Fig. 2. Angular displacement associated with (a) theΩx input, and (b) theΩy

input.
,
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elocity of the three inertias. The double subscript notatio
nterpreted as follows: the first subscripti indicates the angula
elocity for the inner-disk (i = 1), the inner-ring (i = 2) and the
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outer-ring (i = 3), respectively; the second subscriptj indicates
the directions of the angular velocity

ω̃ix = φ̇y′ sinθz + Ωx cosφy′ cosθz,

ω̃iy = φ̇y′ cosθz − Ωx cosφy′ sinθz,

ω̃iz = θ̇z − Ωx sinφy′ , i = 1, 2 (2)

Similarly, the angular displacements associated with the input
excitation ofΩy are illustrated inFig. 2b. According to the Cori-
olis forces, the inner-disk rotates through an angleφx about the
x-axis; meantime, the inner-ring and the outer-ring also rotate
through a smaller angleφx′ about thex-axis due to the stiff sup-
port by four axial symmetric springs. The angular velocity of
the inner-disk can be expressed as

ω̃1x = φ̇x cosθz + Ωy cosφx sinθz,

ω̃1y = −φ̇x sinθz + Ωy cosφx cosθz,

ω̃1z = θ̇z − Ωy sinφx (3)

The angular velocity ˜ωij of the inner-ring (i = 2) and the outer-
ring (i = 3) also can be written as

ω̃ix = φ̇x′ cosθz + Ωy cosφx′ sinθz,

ω̃iy = −φ̇x′ sinθz + Ωy cosφx′ cosθz,

Ω
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ω

ω

ω

ω

ω

ω

φ

t

T

w of
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i nt
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outer-ring (i = 3), respectively; the second subscriptj indicates
the moment of inertia about thex, y, andz axes, respectively.

While the potential energyV of the gyroscope and the energy
dissipationD due to damping in the system are given as

V = 1

2
K2zθ

2
z + 1

2
K1x(φx − φx′ )2 + 1

2
K2xφ

2
x′

+1

2
K3y(φy − φy′ )2 + 1

2
K2yφ

2
y′ (9)

D = 1

2
(C1z + C2z + C3z)θ̇

2
z + 1

2
C1xφ̇

2
x + 1

2
(C2x + C3x)φ̇2

x′

+1

2
C3yφ̇

2
y + 1

2
(C1y + C2y)φ̇2

y′ (10)

whereK2j (j = x, y, z) are the net equivalent rotational spring
constants of the springK2, as illustrated inFig. 1a, about the
x-, y- and z-directions, respectively. The springK1x is the net
equivalent torsional spring constant of the springK1 about the
x-directions, and the springK3y is the net equivalent torsional
spring constant of the springK3 abouty-directions. Again,Cij

(i = 1, 2, 3, andj = x, y, z) are the damping coefficients of the
inner-disk (i = 1), the inner-ring (i = 2) and the outer-ring (i = 3),
in thex-, y- andz-directions, respectively. The motion equation
of the driving mode can be written as

d
(

∂T
)

∂T ∂V ∂D

w des.
T n be
d er
t a-
t each
s

[

[

T t
t

ω̃iz = θ̇z − Ωy sin φx′ , i = 2, 3 (4)

When the gyroscope experiences the angular rates ofΩx and
y simultaneously, the angular velocity ˜ωij of the inner-disk

i = 1), the inner-ring (i = 2) and the outer-ring (i = 3) became

˜ 1x = φ̇x + Ωyθz + φ̇y′θz + Ωx,

˜ 1y = −φ̇xθz + Ωy + φ̇y′ − Ωxθz,

ω̃1z = θ̇z − Ωyφx − Ωxφy′ (5)

˜ 2x = φ̇x′ + Ωyθz + φ̇y′θz + Ωx,

˜ 2y = −φ̇x′θz + Ωy + φ̇y′ − Ωxθz,

ω̃2z = θ̇z − Ωyφx′ − Ωxφy′ (6)

˜ 3x = φ̇yθz + Ωx + φ̇x′ + Ωyθz,

˜ 3y = φ̇y − Ωxθz − φ̇x′θz + Ωy,

ω̃3z = θ̇z − Ωxφy − Ωyφx′ (7)

In this case, the angular displacements ofθz, φx, φx′ , φy and
y′ are assumed to be small quantities. The kinetic energyT of

he gyroscope is

= 1

2
(Jixω̃

2
ix + Jiyω̃

2
iy + Jizω̃

2
iz), i = 1, 2, 3 (8)

hereJij (i = 1, 2, 3, andj = x, y, z) represents the moment
nertia of the three masses. The double subscript notati
nterpreted as follows: the first subscripti indicates the mome
f inertia for the inner-disk (i = 1), the inner-ring (i = 2) and the
s

dt ∂θ̇z

−
∂θz

+
∂θz

+
∂θ̇z

= M (11)

hereM is the moment supplied by the comb drive electro
he motion equations of the dual-axis sensing modes ca
erived. AssumeΩx andΩy to be small, and the higher ord

erms ofΩx, Ωy, andθz are negligible. Finally, the motion equ
ions of the driving mode and the sensing mode about
ensing axis can be expressed as

(J1z + J2z + J3z)θ̈z + (C1z + C2z + C3z)θ̇z + K2zθz

= M + (J1zφ̇y′ + J2zφ̇y′ + J3zφ̇y)Ωx

+(J1zφ̇x + J2zφ̇x′ + J3zφ̇x′ )Ωy (12)

J2x + J3x 0

0 J1x

] {
φ̈x′

φ̈x

}
+

[
C2x + C3x 0

0 C1x

] {
φ̇x′

φ̇x

}

+
[

K1x + K2x −K1x

−K1x K1x

] {
φx′

φx

}
=

{
−(J2z + J3z)θ̇zΩy

−J1zθ̇zΩy

}

(13)

J1y + J2y 0

0 J3y

] {
φ̈y′

φ̈y

}
+

[
C1y + C2y 0

0 C3y

] {
φ̇y′

φ̇y

}

+
[

K3y + K2y −K3y

−K3y K3y

] {
φy′

φy

}
=

{
−(J1z + J2z)θ̇zΩx

−J3zθ̇zΩx

}

(14)

he terms on the right-hand side of Eqs.(13)and(14)represen
he Coriolis forces, which result from the input angular ratesΩy
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andΩx. It indicates that there are no identical elements in the
mass matrix, damping matrix, stiffness matrix, and force vector
between Eqs.(13)and(14). In other words, the dual-axis sensing
modes are decoupled. Thus, the cross axis sensitivity between
the dual-axis sensing modes should be zero.

2.3. Resonant frequency design

The frequency of the gyroscope associated with the driving
mode (inz-direction) is given by

ωz =
√

K2z

J1z + J2z + J3z

(15)

After the spring constantK2z determined by Eq.(15), the spring
constantsK2x and K2y contributed by springK2 also can be
obtained. According to Eqs.(13)and(14), the resonant frequen-
cies associated with the dual-axis sensing modesωx andωy are
expressed as

ωx =

√√√√ω2
1 + ω2

2 −
√

(ω2
1 + ω2

2)
2 + 4ω2

2
J1x

J2x+J3x

2
(16)

ωy =

√√√√ω2
3 + ω2

4 −
√

(ω2
3 + ω2

4)
2 + 4ω2

4
J3y

J1y+J2y (17)
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whereε is the permittivity of air,A the area of the tuning elec-
trode,yc the distance from the tuning electrode center to the
x-axis, andd is the gap between the device structure and the
tuning electrode. Consequently, the tuned stiffnessKt1x and the
tuned resonant frequency in thex-axisωtx are

Kt1x = K1x − Kex (19)

ωtx =

√√√√ω2
t1 + ω2

t2 −
√

(ω2
t1 + ω2

t2)
2 + 4ω2

t2
J1x

J2x+J3x

2
(20)

where

ωt1 =
√

Kt1x + K2x

J2x + J3x

, ωt2 =
√

Kt1x

J1x

Similarly, an equivalent torsional negative stiffnessKey was
contributed byy-axis tuning electrodes associated with the dc
bias voltageVdc. The stiffnessK3y and the resonant frequency
ωy can be tuned through the same manner.

2.5. Triple-beam-shape torsional spring

The outer-ring has larger mass and longer supported span
than the inner-disk. Therefore, it is much easy to be excited by
the external disturbance and produces unexpected motion, such
as in-plane vibration in thex-direction. In order to suppress the
u tor-
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here

1 =
√

K1x + K2x

J2x + J3x

, ω2 =
√

K1x

J1x

,

3 =
√

K3y + K2y

J1y + J2y

, ω4 =
√

K3y

J3y

hen, from Eqs.(16)and(17), the spring constantsK1x andK3y

ould be designed to enable the frequencies of the dual-axis
ng modes approaching to that of the driving mode. Meanw
he higher resonant frequenciesωx′ andωy′ associated with Eq
13) and(14), respectively, should be large enough to deco
ith the lower dual-axis sensing frequencies ofωx andωy.

.4. dc frequency tuning

The material properties as well as the dimensions of the
cope may deviate from the designed values due to fabric
rror. These errors will cause frequency mismatching o
evice and reduce its performance. In order to increase th
itivity of gyroscope, the dc bias voltage of the tuning electro

s exploited to generate the electrostatic negative stiffness[15].
s indicated inFig. 1a, these negative springs resulted from
-axis andy-axis tuning electrodes will be employed to tune
esonant frequencies ofωx andωy, respectively. To this end, a
quivalent torsional negative stiffnessKex aboutx-axis associ
ted with the dc bias voltageVdc can be expressed as

ex = 4εAycV
2
dc

d3 (18)
s-

-
n

n-

ndesired motion of the outer-ring, the triple-beam-shape
ional spring schematic illustrated in the inset ofFig. 3a is desig
ed. In this design, they-axis torsional stiffness and thex-axis in-
lane linear stiffness can be tuned by the oblique angleθ. Thus,

he frequencies of they-axis torsional vibration and thex-axis
n-plane linear motion also can be tuned by the oblique an

Using commercial FEM software, the relationship betw
he torsional frequencyωy, the in-plane motion frequencyωx0
nd the oblique angleθ are simulated. The typical simulati
esults inFig. 3a show the variation ofωy and ωx0 with the
blique angleθ. Apparently, the larger the oblique angleθ is, the
igher the two frequenciesωy andωx0 will become. ButFig. 3b
hows that the triple-beam-shape torsional spring forθ = 30◦
as the maximum frequency ratio ofωx0 to ωy, so it has th
ighest stiffness to resist the in-plane motion under the sam
ional stiffness. In other words, the triple-beam-shape tors
pring has an optimal design forθ = 30◦ to suppress the undesir
echanical noise induced by thex-axis in-plane linear motion

. Performance analysis

To verify the concept and the performance of the present
cope, the dimensions of a typical prototype design were lis
able 1. Fig. 4shows the first three vibration modes of the gy
cope from ANSYS simulation. The natural frequencies o
riving mode and the dual-axis sensing modes are 4585,
nd 4606 Hz, respectively. During the driving mode, the t
roof masses experience in-plane rigid-body angular oscill
et the springsK2 have in-plane transverse vibration. Dur
he dual-axis sensing modes, the inner-disk and the oute
erform the out-of-plane torsional oscillation, respectivel
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Fig. 3. Relationship between (a)ωy, ωx0 and oblique angleθ, and (b) frequency
ratio and oblique angleθ.

once again successfully demonstrates that the dual-axis sensing
modes are decoupled with each other. The resonant frequencies
of dual-axis sensing modes are designed to be higher than that of
the driving mode, so as to enable the frequency matching after
the dc frequency tuning[16]. Fig. 5 shows the tuned resonant
frequencies of the dual-axis sensing modes as a function of the
dc bias voltage. In this case, the gapd is 2�m and the areaA
is 105 000�m2. According to Eqs.(18)–(20), it required the dc
voltages of 42 and 54 V, respectively, as indicated inFig. 5, to
tune the frequencies of the dual-axis sensing modes to be iden-
tical with the driving one. The performances of the gyroscope

Table 1
Values for geometrical design parameters

Design parameter Value (�m)

Inner-disk radius 600
Inner-ring inner radius 660
Inner-ring outer radius 860
Outer-ring inner radius 1210
Outer-ring outer radius 1370
Structural layer thickness 25
Axial symmetric spring length 220
Axial symmetric spring width 5
Torsional spring length 125
Torsional spring width 8
Triple-beam-shape torsional spring dimensions As inFig. 3a

Fig. 4. FEM modal analysis of the gyroscope: (a) in-plane mode of three proof
masses, (b) out-of-plane mode of the inner-disk, and (c) out-of-plane mode of
the outer-ring.

will be further evaluated based on the nonlinearity and sensitiv-
ity analysis.

3.1. Nonlinearity analysis

From Eq.(12), the excitations include not only the torque
M provided by the comb drive electrode but also six additional
terms. These six terms resulted from the interaction ofΩx and
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Fig. 5. Variation of the tuned resonant frequencies with the dc bias voltage.

Ωy, with the angular velocities of proof masses caused by the
dual-axis sensing modes in Eqs.(13) and(14). However, these
six terms and the torqueM applied in the opposite directions. In
addition, the magnitudes of these six terms were rather small;
the stability of the gyroscope will not be influenced. Neverthe-
less, these six terms affected the amplitude of the driving mode
and indirectly caused the nonlinearity of the dual-axis sensing
modes. As a typical study case, the driving voltage of 20 V and
the quality factorQ of 2000 were used in the model. From Eqs.
(12)–(14), the relationship between the amplitude ofθz andΩx

and Ωy was analyzed, as shown inFig. 6a. The influence of
θz on the nonlinearity of the dual-axis sensing modes was also
predicted, as shown inFig. 6b. The induced nonlinearities for
the dual-axis sensing modes were 0.29 and 0.04%, respectively
within the sensing range of±150◦/s.

3.2. Sensitivity

The sensitivity of the gyroscope is expressed in terms of the
Coriolis oscillation rotational angleφx (or φy) per input angular
rateΩy (or Ωx). The sensitivity can be derived from Eqs.(13)
and(14)with the final form

φx

Ωy

=
∣∣∣∣∣∣

−(1 − r2
1β

2
x′ + j2r2

1βx′ζx′ ) J1zθ̇z

Kt1x
− (J2z+J3z)θ̇z

Kt1x+K2x

(1 − r2
1β

2
x′ + j2r2

1βx′ζx′ )(1 − r2
2β

2
x + j2r2

2βxζx) − Kt1x

Kt1x+K2x

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (21)

t3y

K2y

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (22)

w

ζ

ζ

Fig. 6. (a) Relationship between the amplitude ofθz and the angular rate inputs
Ωx andΩy, and (b) nonlinearity for the dual-axis sensing modes.

whereKt3y is the tuned stiffness in they-axis,ωd is the driv-
ing frequency of the comb drive electrode,ωtx′ , ωty, ωty′ , ωt3
and ωt4 are tuned resonant frequencies by dc bias voltage,
r1, r2, n1, n2, βx, βx′ , βy and βy′ are frequency ratios. The

parametersζx′ , ζx, ζy′ andζx are damping ratios which are equal
to 1/(2Q).

The rotational vibration due to the Coriolis force can be
determined by measuring the capacitance change of the sensing
electrodes indicated inFig. 1a. Fig. 7 further shows the differ-
ential sensing design of these electrodes. Thus, the capacitance
changes of	Cx and	Cy of the dual-axis sensing modes are
expressed as

	Cx = 4εφx

3d2 (R2
1 − W2

1)
3/2

(23)
φy

Ωx

=
∣∣∣∣∣∣

−(1 − n2
1β

2
y′ + j2n2

1βy′ζy′ ) J3zθ̇z

Kt3y
− (J1z+J2z)θ̇z

Kt3y+K2y

(1 − n2
1β

2
y′ + j2n2

1βy′ζy′ )(1 − n2
2β

2
y + j2n2

2βyζy) − K

Kt3y+

here

r1 = ωtx′

ωt1
, r2 = ωtx

ωt2
, n1 = ωty′

ωt3
, n2 = ωty

ωt4
,

βx = ωd

ωtx
, βx′ = ωd

ωtx′
, βy = ωd

ωty
, βy′ = ωd

ωty′
,

x′ = C2x + C3x

2(J2x + J3x)ωtx′
, ζx = C1x

2J1xωtx
,

y′ = C1y + C2y

2(J1y + J2y)ωty′
, ζy = C3y

2J3yωty
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Fig. 7. Differential sensing of the dual-axis.

	Cy = 4εφy

3d2 [(R2
3 − W2

2)
3/2 − (R2

2 − W2
2)

3/2
] (24)

As indicated inFig. 7, R1 is the radius of thex-axis sensing
electrode,R2 andR3 are the inner and outer radius of they-axis
sensing electrode, andW1 andW2 are the nearest distances from
the dual-axis sensing electrodes to the rotational axes.

The variation of the sensitivity with the frequencies ratio,
ωd/ωtx and ωd/ωty, and quality factor Q are shown in
Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. When the driving frequency of the
comb electrodes is the same as the frequencies of the dual-
axis sensing modes, the maximum sensitivity can be obtained.
Besides, increasing the quality factor can also be applied to
improve the sensitivity of the gyroscope.Tables 2 and 3have
summarized the characteristics of the driving mode and the dual-
axis sensing modes, respectively.Table 3also shows that the
rotational angle sensitivities of the dual-axis sensing modes are

Table 2
The characteristics of the driving mode and the associated driving conditions

Design parameter Value

Quality factor,Q 2000
Natural frequency,ωz (Hz) 4585
Drive voltage,Vdrive (V) 20
Drive torque,M (�N �m) 418
Drive amplitude,θz (◦) 0.305

Fig. 8. Variation of the sensitivity with the frequency ratio.

Fig. 9. Variation of the sensitivity with the quality factor.

very close. The outer-ring has a larger radius, so its capacitance
sensitivity is higher than that of the inner-disk. This study also
employed the ANSYS simulation to further verify the results
predicted from mathematical model. According to the ANSYS
harmonic analysis, the sensitivities of theΩx andΩy sensing
modes were 0.018 and 0.0078�m/◦/s, respectively. The results
determined from ANSYS harmonic analysis are in good agree-
ment with those from mathematical model.

Table 3
The characteristics of the dual-axis sensing modes and the associated dynamic
performances

Design parameter Ωx sensing-axis Ωy sensing-axis

Dynamic range ±150◦/s ±150◦/s
Nonlinearity 0.29% 0.04%
Natural frequency ωy: 4606 Hz ωx: 4604 Hz
dc Tuning voltage 54 V 42 V
Coriolis torque 0.33�N �m/◦/s 0.03�N �m/◦/s
Sensitivity 0.00076◦/◦/s 0.00083◦/◦/s

0.018�m/◦/s 0.0086�m/◦/s
19.4 fF/◦/s 7.4 fF/◦/s
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4. Conclusions

The design considerations, operation principle, mathemati-
cal model governing dynamic characteristics and simulation for
a novel dual-axis sensing decoupled vibratory wheel gyroscope
were presented. The presented design not only prevents the sens-
ing coupled problem, but also provides the capability to measure
the dual-axis angular rates. Triple-beam-shape torsional spring
within the device was used to suppress the undesired in-plane
linear motion of the outer-ring. The feasibility of the present
study has been demonstrated by the performance of the dual-
axis gyroscope inTable 1. The simulation results show that the
natural frequencies of the driving mode and the dual-axis sens-
ing modes are 4585, 4604 and 4606 Hz, respectively. With the dc
tuning voltages of 42 and 54 V, respectively, the frequencies of
the dual-axis sensing modes are identical with the driving one.
With the driving voltage of 20 V and the quality factor of 2000,
the sensitivities of the dual-axis sensing modes can reach 7.4
and 19.4 fF/◦/s, respectively, and the nonlinearity of the dual-
axis sensing modes are only 0.04 and 0.29% within the sensing
range of±150◦/s. It successfully demonstrates that the dual-axis
sensing modes are decoupled.
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